PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT

Synopsis
All project are risky, an effective risk management is a key contributor to project and business success.
The aim of this training is to provide participants with an understanding of the theory and practice of
risk management with focus on transitions projects and programmes. This course addresses the
problematic elements of risk management, presenting practical solutions to the most difficult parts of
the risk process.

Training Objectives
1. Familiarise yourself with the risk concepts and risk management process
2. Learn tools and techniques to manage the risk effectively
3. Inspire to implement the management of risk into practice

Training Benefits
After completing the workshop the participants should be able to:


Understand the risk concepts and risk management process



Find and describe the risks and understand the issues with the proper risk identification



Access the risk: define the scale and understand the exposure



Prepare the realistic responses



Use the tools to manage the risk effectively

Teaching methods


Interactive „learning by doing” workshop



The following teaching techniques will be used: short lectures, group discussions, case studies,
check lists, team activities.

Course Program
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1. Key concepts: uncertainty, risk, threat & opportunity
2. Risk process
3. Risk planning
4. Risk identification
5. Risk assessment
6. Realistic responses: strategies and tactics
7. Scenario activities

Course Duration
1 day

Trainer’s Bio

Małgorzata Kusyk, AgilePMO CEO and founder, project management expert, certified
Project Manager PMP® PRINCE2P®, mentor, trainer and speaker worldwide, PMI
Poland Chapter President.
Malgorzata has 14 years of experience of managing projects and leading multicultural
high performance teams in Europe, America and Asia. She has also a few years of
experience in implementing project management frameworks, optimizing processes and managing
PMO, where she combines Agile with traditional approaches. She is the author of innovative project
management training and an inspiring blog and an active member of Project Management Institute
(PMI). She is known for her practical solutions based on her experience from global projects across
multiply industries.
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